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Abstract

We propose the inclusive detection at the LHC of a cascade Ξ−/Ξ̄+ baryon in asso-
ciation with a jet, as a novel probe channel for the QCD dynamics at high energies. We
investigate the behavior of a selection of distributions, differential in rapidity, azimuthal
angle and/or transverse momenta, calculated via the hybrid high-energy/collinear factor-
ization encoding the full next-to-leading BFKL resummation of energy logarithms. We
come out with the conclusion that the fragmentation mechanism underlying the produc-
tion of Ξ−/Ξ̄+ baryon states leads to stabilization effects of the resummation, similar to
those recently observed in the context of heavy-flavor studies within the same formalism.
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1 Opening remarks

The study of the dynamics of Quantum ChromoDynamics (QCD) in the high-energy domain
is a core research field at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) as well as of new-generation accel-
erators and facilities [1–23]. In the Regge–Gribov or semi-hard regime [24, 25], namely where
a stringent scale hierarchy,

√
s � {Q} � ΛQCD, (s is the center-of-mass energy squared, {Q}

represents one or a set of hard scales typical of the process, and ΛQCD is the QCD hadroniza-
tion scale) is stringently preserved, large ln(s/Q2) type logarithms become relevant. They enter
the perturbative expansion with a power growing with the order of the strong coupling, αs.
The convergence of the perturbative series needs to be restored by accounting for those large
energy logarithms. The most adequate formalism to perform such an all-order resummation
is the Balitsky–Fadin–Kuraev–Lipatov (BFKL) approach [26–29], allows us to catch all terms
proportional to (αs ln(s))n, in the leading-logarithmic (LL) approximation, and of those of the
form αn+1

s ln(s)n, in the next-to-leading logarithmic (NLL) approximation.

The BFKL-resummed cross section is built as a high-energy convolution between a Green’s
function, which determines the resummation of energy logarithms and it is independent from
the considered final state, and two impact factors, describing the fragmentation of each incom-
ing particles. The BFKL Green’s function evolves according to an integral equation, whose
kernel was computed within the next-to-leading order (NLO) for any fixed, not growing with
s, momentum transfer t and for any possible two-gluon exchange of color in the t-channel [30–
38]. Impact factors are instead process-dependent. Therefore, they are the most challenging
building blocks of the cross section. Only a few of them are known at the NLO: (a) quarks
and gluons [39–43], i.e. the common basis to calculate (b) forward-jet [44–48] and (c) forward
light-hadron [49] impact factors, (d) the impact factor for the light vector-meson leptoproduc-
tion, (e) the (γ∗ → γ∗) impact factor [50–56], and (f ) the forward-Higgs impact factor in the
large top-mass limit [57, 58].

Remarkably, the high-energy resummation provided by BFKL gives us a chance to unveil
the proton structure at low x by means of single-forward production reactions. The BFKL
unintegrated gluon distribution (UGD) in the proton reads as a convolution in the transverse-
momentum space [59–63] between the BFKL Green’s function and a soft, nonperturbative
quantity, known as proton impact factor. First studies on the UGD were performed via deep-
inelastic-scattering structure functions [64, 65] and light vector-meson helicity-dependent ob-
servables at HERA [66–73] and, more recently, at the Electron-Ion Collider (EIC) [74–78].
Then, the UGD was investigated through forward Drell–Yan [79–82] and single-forward quarko-
nium [83–91] emissions. Taking advantage of the information on the gluon motion inside the pro-
ton encoded in the UGD, pioneering determinations of low-x enhanced collinear parton distri-
bution functions (PDFs) as well as of transverse-momentum-dependent (TMD) spin-dependent
gluon TMDs were respectively obtained in Refs. [92, 93] and [94–102].

First studies of high-energy observables accessible at the LHC in the spirit of BFKL where
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done in the context of the Mueller–Navelet emission of two jets produced at large transverse
momenta and with a high distance in rapidity [103]. Here, a hybrid high-energy/collinear fac-
torization [104] was build to embody collinear inputs in the standard BFKL description (see
Refs. [105–112] for another formalism, similar to our one). Since Mueller–Navelet jet detections
probe incoming protons at moderate values of longitudinal-momentum fractions, a PDF-based
description is valid. On the other side, however, high rapidity intervals lead to large transverse-
momentum exchanges in the t-channel, so that energy logarithms are heightened. Therefore,
a hybrid factorization was proposed, where BFKL-resummed partonic hard factors are gen-
uinely convoluted with collinear PDFs. Several phenomenological analyses of Mueller–Navelet
azimuthal-angle correlations were proposed so far [113–127] and compared with the only ex-
perimental data available, i.e. the CMS ones at

√
s = 7 TeV and for symmetric configurations

of the transverse momenta of the two jets [128]. Further studies of high-energy QCD via the
hybrid factorization include: the inclusive detection of two light hadrons well separated in rapid-
ity [129–133], multi-jet emissions [134–147], hadron plus jet correlations [148–152], Higgs plus
jet rapidity and transverse-momentum distributions [153–157], Drell–Yan plus jet tags [158],
heavy-flavored hadrons’ hadroproductions [159–173], and heavy-light two jet systems [174, 175].
Among them, a study on Λ-baryons emissions possibly accompanied by light-jet detections pro-
vided us with an evidence that the tag of Λ hyperons eases the comparison between theoretical
results and experimental data for semi-hard observables [152]. This is due to the lower statistics
featured by the production of these baryons, which quenches the contamination of the so-called
minimum-bias events.

One of the most relevant issues rising from the analysis of Mueller–Navelet final states is the
weight of NLL corrections, which are of the same order, but generally with and opposite sign
with respect to pure LL contributions. This brings to instabilities of the high-energy series that
become strongly manifest when studies on renormalization and factorization scale variations
are made. As a result, differential cross distributions can easily become negative as of the
rapidity separation between the two jets increases. Moreover, the high-energy description of
observables sensitive to azimuthal-angle correlations turns out to be unphysical both in the small
and the large rapidity range. To cure these instabilities, several strategies have been proposed so
far. Among them, the Brodsky–Lepage–Mackenzie (BLM) procedure [176–179], as specifically
designed for semi-hard reactions [121], became very popular, since it allowed us to moderately
suppress these instabilities on azimuthal-angle correlations and to slightly raise the agreement
with experimental data. Unfortunately, employing BLM is fruitless on cross sections for light
di-hadron and light hadron-jet observables. In particular, the found optimal renormalization
scales are significantly larger than the natural ones suggested by kinematics [25, 148, 151]. This
leads to a sizable loss of statistics for total cross sections. Therefore, any attempt at reaching
the precision level was ineffective.

First, clear signals of a reached stability of the high-energy resummations under higher-order
corrections and energy-scale variation were discovered only recently in LHC final states charac-
terized by the production of particles with a large transverse mass, such as Higgs bosons [153–
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156]. A striking result at the NLL level was achieved by studying again semi-hard observables
sensitive to baryon detections, this time Λc hadrons. Strong stabilizing effects emerged in a
study on double Λc and Λc plus jet emissions at the LHC [164], and then on analogous observ-
ables sensitive to single-bottomed hadrons [165]. Here, we provided a corroborating evidence
that the peculiar behavior of variable-flavor-number-scheme (VFNS) [180, 181] collinear frag-
mentation functions (FFs) depicting the production of those heavy-flavored hadrons at large
transverse momenta [182–188] leads to a natural stabilization of the high-energy series, with a
substantial suppression of instabilities associated to higher-order corrections. The same stabi-
lization pattern was then discovered also in the context of vector-quarkonium [168] and charmed
B-meson [171] final states studied by combining the BFKL resummation with collinear PDFs
and nonrelativistic-QCD FFs [189–193]. This corroborated the statement that the natural
stability is an intrinsic feature shared by heavy-flavor emissions.

In this article we consider the inclusive semi-hard detection of a Ξ− baryon, or its antiparticle
Ξ̄+, accompanied by a jet, as a novel probe channel for the high-energy dynamics of QCD (see
Fig. 1). This reaction extends our program on baryon emissions at high energies, started with
Λ hyperons [152] and carried on with Λc hadrons [164]. The family of Ξ particles consists of
baryons whose lowest Fock state contains one up or one down quark and two other, more massive
quarks. Due to their highly unstable nature, they are also known as cascade particles. Indeed
they are typically observed to rapidly decay into lighter hadrons via a fast chain of decays, called
cascade. The existence of a neutral cascade hyperon, Ξ0, as well as of a negatively charged one,
Ξ−, was predicted by the Gell-Mann–Nishijima strangeness theory [195, 196]. The Ξ− baryon
was discovered in the context of cosmic-ray experiments in 1952 [197–199]. The Ξ0 hyperon was
observed for the first time at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory in 1959 [200], and then as a
daughter product for Ω− baryon decays at the Brookhaven National Laboratory in 1964 [201].
Both the Ξ0 and the Ξ+ hyperons are part of the baryon octet [202, 203].

By studying distributions differential in rapidity, azimuthal angle and/or transverse mo-
menta, we will provide arguments supporting the statement that the Ξ−/Ξ̄+ collinear FFs act
as stabilizers of the high-energy series. The found stabilization effects are milder than the ones
generated by FFs depicting heavy-flavored hadron productions, but enough relevant to allow
us for a study of our distributions at the natural energy scales indicated by kinematics. We
will calculate these observables within the full NLL/NLO accuracy by considering two different
representations for resummed cross sections. One of these representations contains terms which
genuinely go beyond the NLL level. Thus, we will provide the first and pioneer systematic anal-
ysis on assessing effects coming from two distinct higher-order cross-section representations and
from the inclusion of next-to-NLL contributions in a hadron-plus-jet hadroproduction process.

The structure of this article is the following. In Section 2 we introduce the hybrid high-
energy/collinear factorization and the observables of interest (Section 2.2). In Section 3, we
present our phenomenological analysis, after giving highlights on the stabilization mechanism
connected to fragmentation (Section 3.1). Finally (Section 4), we come out with conclusions
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Pa

xa

jet

Pb

xb

(κJ , ϕJ , yJ)

Ξ−/Ξ̄+

(κΞ, ϕΞ, yΞ)

Figure 1: Hybrid high-energy/collinear factorization for the inclusive Ξ−/Ξ̄+ plus jet detection.
The blue (green) blob denotes the off-shell hard factor encoded in the hadron (jet) impact factor,
whereas the indigo arrow depicts a Ξ baryon emission via the fragmentation mechanism. The
BFKL ladder, portrayed by the yellow blob, is connected to impact factors through Reggeon
lines. The diagram was created with JaxoDraw 2.0 [194].

and outlook.

2 Hybrid factorization at work

The reaction matter of our analysis is (see Fig. 1)

p(Pa) + p(Pb) → Ξ(κΞ, ϕΞ, yΞ) + X + jet(κJ , ϕJ , yJ) , (1)

where p(Pa,b) is a parent proton with momentum Pa,b, Ξ(κΞ, yΞ) is a Ξ− baryon, or its antiparti-
cle Ξ̄+, detected with momentum κΞ, azimuthal angle ϕΞ and rapidity yΞ, the jet is emitted with
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momentum κJ , azimuthal angle ϕJ and rapidity yJ , and X denotes all the undetected products.
The large transverse momenta, |~κΞ,J |, and the high rapidity separation, ∆Y ≡ yΞ − yJ , allows
us to access diffractive semi-hard configurations in the final state.

The momenta of the two parent protons form a Sudakov-vector basis satisfying P 2
a = P 2

b = 0
and (Pa · Pb) = s/2, so that the outgoing-object momenta can be decomposed as

κΞ,J = xΞ,JPa,b +
~κ 2

Ξ,J

xΞ,Js
Pb,a + κΞ,J⊥ , κ2

Ξ,J⊥ = −~κ 2
Ξ,J . (2)

Here, the longitudinal momentum fractions of our final-state particles, xΞ,J , are connected to

the corresponding rapidities by the relations yΞ,J = ±1
2

ln
x2

Ξ,Js

~κ2
Ξ,J

and dyΞ,J = ±dxΞ,J

xΞ,J
. We have

∆Y = yΞ − yJ = ln

(
xΞxJ
|~κΞ||~κJ |

s

)
. (3)

2.1 Differential cross section at NLL

In a pure QCD collinear-factorization approach at LO, the differential cross section for our
reaction reads as a one-dimensional convolution between on-shell parton hard factor, the parent-
proton PDFs, and baryon FFs

dσLO
[coll.]

dxΞdxJd2~κΞd2~κJ
=
∑

u,v=q,q̄,g

∫ 1

0

dxa

∫ 1

0

dxb fu (xa) fv (xb)

∫ 1

xΞ

dζ

ζ
DΞ
u

(
xΞ

ζ

)
dσ̂u,v (ŝ)

dxΞdxJd2~κΞd2~κJ
. (4)

The u, v indices stand for the parton species (quarks q = u, d, s, c, b; antiquarks q̄ = ū, d̄, s̄, c̄, b̄;
gluon g), fu,v (xa,b, µF ) are the proton PDFs and DΞ

u (xΞ/ζ, µF ) denote the Ξ-particle FFs; xa,b
are the longitudinal fractions of the partons entering the hard subprocess, while ζ represents the
longitudinal fraction of the outgoing parton fragmenting into Ξ. Then, dσ̂u,v (ŝ) is the partonic
hard factor, where ŝ ≡ xaxbs is the squared center-of-mass energy of the partonic collision.
For the sake of simplicity, the explicit dependence factorization scale, µF , has been everywhere
dropped.

At variance with collinear factorization, the expression for the resummed cross section in
our hybrid formalism is written in terms of a high-energy factorization, genuinely encoded in
the BFKL formalism, between the Green’s function and two forward-production impact factors.
Collinear PDFs and FFs are then embodied via a one-dimensional convolution in the latters.
It is convenient to rewrite the differential cross section as a Fourier sum of azimuthal-angle
coefficients

dσ

dyΞdyJd~pΞd~pJdϕΞdϕJ
=

1

(2π)2

[
C0 + 2

∞∑

m=1

cos(mϕ) Cm
]
, (5)
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where ϕ = ϕΞ − ϕJ − π contains the difference between final-state particles’ azimuthal angles.

The first building block of the resummed cross section is the NLL Greens’ function

GNLL(∆Y,m, ν, µR) = e∆Y ᾱs(µR)χNLO(m,ν) , (6)

with ᾱs(µR) ≡ αs(µR)Nc/π, Nc the number of colors, and β0 = 11Nc/3 − 2nf/3 the first
coefficient of the QCD β-function. The BFKL kernel entering the exponent of Eq. (6) contains
the NLL resummation of energy logarithms

χNLO(m, ν) = χ(m, ν) + ᾱsχ̃(m, ν) , (7)

where χ(m, ν) stand for the eigenvalues of the kernel at LO

χ (m, ν) = −2γE − 2 Re

{
ψ

(
m+ 1

2
+ iν

)}
, (8)

where γE is the Euler-Mascheroni constant and ψ(z) ≡ Γ′(z)/Γ(z) the logarithmic derivative of
the Gamma function. The χ̃(m, ν) function in Eq. (7) is the NLO BFKL kernel correction

χ̃ (m, ν) = χ̄(m, ν) +
β0

8Nc

χ(m, ν)

{
−χ(m, ν) +

10

3
+ 4 ln

µR
µ̃

}
, (9)

with the characteristic χ̄(m, ν) function calculated in Refs. [204, 205]. Then, µ̃ =
√
MΞ⊥|~κJ |,

with MΞ⊥ =
√
M2

Ξ + |~κΞ|2 the transverse mass of the Ξ baryon and MΞ = 1.32171 GeV its
mass.

The second building block is the forward-hadron NLO impact factor, calculated in the Mellin
space by the projection onto the LO BFKL eigenfunctions. We rely on the calculation done in
Ref. [49], which is suited for light-flavored bound states as well as heavy-flavored ones detected
at large transverse momenta. Its expression reads

ΦNLO
Ξ (m, ν, |~κ|, x) = ΦΞ(ν, |~κ|, x) + αs(µR) Φ̂Ξ(m, ν, |~κ|, x) , (10)

where the LO part is given by

ΦΞ(ν, |~κ|, x) = 2

√
CF
CA
|~κ|2iν−1

∫ 1

x

dζ

ζ

(
ζ

x

)2iν−1
[
CA
CF

fg(ζ)DΞ
g

(
x

ζ

)
+
∑

u=q,q̄

fu(ζ)DΞ
u

(
x

ζ

)]
, (11)

while the NLO correction, Φ̂Ξ(m, ν, |~κ|, x), can be found in Eqs. (4.58) to (4.65) of Ref. [49]
(see also Eqs. (77) to (84) of its open-access arXiv version).

The last ingredient is the forward-jet NLO impact factor in the Mellin representation

ΦNLO
J (m, ν, |~κ|, x) = ΦJ(ν, |~κ|, x) + αs(µR) Φ̂J(m, ν, |~κ|, x) , (12)
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with

ΦJ(ν, |~κ|, x) = 2

√
CF
CA
|~κ|2iν−1

[
CA
CF

fg(x) +
∑

v=q,q̄

fv(x)

]
(13)

the LO contribution. The expression for the NLO correction depends on the jet algorithm. We
employ the formula obtained by combining Eq. (36) of Ref. [113] with Eqs. (4.19) and (4.20)
of Ref. [48] (Eqs. (53) and (54) of its open-access arXiv version). It relies on computations
performed in Refs. [47, 49], suited to numerical analyses, where a jet algorithm calculated
in the “small-cone” approximation (SCA) [206, 207] is adopted in the cone-type case (for
further details, see Ref. [48]). Following the choice done in recent CMS experimental studies
on Mueller–Navelet jets, we fix the jet-cone radius to RJ = 0.5 [128].

Combining all the ingredients, we come out with a consistent definition of NLL-resummed
azimuthal coefficients, valid in the MS renormalization scheme [208]. We write (for technical
details, see Ref. [113])

CNLL/NLO+

m =
e∆Y

s

∫ +∞

−∞
dν GNLL(∆Y,m, ν, µR)α2

s(µR) (14)

×
{

ΦNLO
Ξ (m, ν, |~κΞ|, xΞ)[ΦNLO

J (m, ν, |~κJ |, xJ)]∗

+ α2
s(µR)∆Y

β0

4π

[
i

2

d

dν
ln

ΦΞ

Φ∗J
+ ln (|~κΞ||~κJ |)

]}
.

The NLL/NLO+ label indicates that a full NLL resummation of energy logarithms is consis-
tently performed within the NLO perturbative accuracy. The ‘+’ superscript reflects that, in
our representation for azimuthal coefficients, terms beyond the NLL level are generated by the
cross product of the NLO impact-factor corrections. Another representation, valid within the
NLL accuracy and labeled as NLL/NLO is the one obtained by discarding the next-to-NLL
factor coming from the cross product. In our analysis we will consider both the NLL/NLO+

and NLL/NLO representations. We will show that, for the considered final-state kinematics,
the effect of switching from one to the other produces no relevant effects.

A comprehensive high-energy versus DGLAP study would rely on comparing observables
calculated via our hybrid factorization and pure fixed-order computations. According to our
knowledge, however, a numerical code to study NLO distributions for inclusive semi-hard
hadron-plus-jet hadroproductions is not yet available. Thus, to assess the weight of the high-
energy resummation on top of DGLAP predictions, we will compare our BFKL-inspired results
with corresponding ones calculated by a high-energy fixed-order treatment, originally developed
in the context of light di-jet [119, 120] and hadron-jet [151] azimuthal correlations. It consists
in truncating the high-energy series up to the NLO accuracy. This permits us to mimic the
high-energy signal coming from a pure NLO calculation. Operationally, we cut the expansion
of azimuthal coefficients in Eq. (14) up to O(α3

s). Thus, we obtain an effective high-energy
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fixed-order (HE-NLO+) expression which can be easily adopted in our phenomenological study.
The MS expression of the azimuthal coefficients in the HE-NLO+ limit reads

CHE-NLO+

m =
e∆Y

s

∫ +∞

−∞
dν α2

s(µR)
{
G(0)

NLL(∆Y,m, ν, µR) (15)

+ ΦNLO
Ξ (m, ν, |~κΞ|, xΞ)[ΦNLO

J (m, ν, |~κJ |, xJ)]∗
}
,

with
G(0)

NLL(∆Y,m, ν, µR) = ᾱs(µR)∆Y χ(m, ν) (16)

the first term of the expansion of the BFKL Green’s function in αs. Analogously to the NLL
case, it is possible to obtain a HE-NLO expression by removing the next-to-NLL factor coming
from the cross product of the NLO corrections of the two impact factors.

We will also compare or BFKL and high-energy DGLAP predictions with corresponding
ones taken in the pure LL limit, given in the MS scheme by

CLL/LO
m =

e∆Y

s

∫ +∞

−∞
dν eG

(0)
NLL(∆Y,m,ν,µR)α2

s(µR) ΦΞ(m, ν, |~κΞ|, xΞ)[ΦJ(m, ν, |~κJ |, xJ)]∗ , (17)

with ΦΞ,J(m, ν, |~κΞ,J |, xΞ,J) the LO Ξ-baryon and jet impact factors presented in Eqs. (11)
and (13), respectively.

Renormalization and factorization scales will be set to the natural energies provided by the
given final state. One has µR = µF ≡ µN , with µN = MΞ⊥ + |~κJ | the natural reference scale of
the process. To assess the weight of higher-order corrections, µF and µR scales will be varied
around µN by a factor controlled by the Cµ parameter (see Section 3).

2.2 Observables and kinematics

The first observable considered in our study is the rapidity distribution, namely the cross sec-
tion differential in the rapidity interval, ∆Y . Its expression can be got by integrating the C0

azimuthal coefficient over transverse momenta and rapidities of the two outgoing objects, while
∆Y is kept fixed. We have

dσ

d∆Y
=

∫ κmax
Ξ

κmin
Ξ

d|~κΞ|
∫ κmax

J

κmin
J

d|~κJ |
∫ min(∆Y+ymax

J , ymax
Ξ )

max(∆Y+ymin
J , ymin

Ξ )

dyΞ C0 (|~κΞ|, |~κJ |, yΞ, yJ)
∣∣∣
yJ = yΞ−∆Y

, (18)

where a δ(∆Y − (yΞ − yJ)) delta has been used to remove the integration in yJ and to set
the extremes of integration in yΞ accordingly. The Ξ hadron is reconstructed by the CMS
barrel detector, thus having |yΞ| < 2.4. As for its transverse-momentum window, we admit
10 GeV < |~κΞ| < 35 GeV. The jet is always detected in its typical CMS ranges [128], namely
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|yJ | < 4.7 and 35 GeV < |~κJ | < 60 GeV. Employing disjoint windows for the transverse mo-
menta of the two emitted objects helps to better disentangle pure high-energy imprints from the
DGLAP background [119, 120, 151]. It also quenches Sudakov logarithmic contaminations rising
from almost back-to-back final states that would require the use of another appropriate resum-
mation [122, 209–212]. Furthermore, it suppresses possible instabilities rising in next-to-leading
calculations [213, 214] as well as NLL violations of the energy-momentum conservation [215].

The second observable matter of our interest is the azimuthal distribution, namely the
normalized cross section differential both in ∆Y and in the azimuthal-angle distance, ϕ

1

σ

dσ

d∆Y dϕ
=

1

π

[
1

2
+
∞∑

m=1

〈cos(mϕ)〉 cos(mϕ)

]
, (19)

where the mean values of azimuthal-angle cosines can be calculated as ratios of azimuthal coeffi-
cients, 〈cos(mϕ)〉 ≡ Cm/C0. Here, Cm stand for the integrated azimuthal coefficients, obtained
by generalizing the phase-space integration in Eq. (18) the differential Cm>0 ones. Originally
proposed in the context of Mueller–Navelet jets [114, 216, 217], the azimuthal distribution
represents one of the most promising observables where to hunt for the high-energy QCD dy-
namics. Indeed, it embodies signals coming from all azimuthal modes, and not just from C0

or from a single cosine 〈cos(mϕ)〉. Moreover, being differential in ϕ, it eases the comparison
with data, since detectors hardly cover the whole (2π) range. The outcome of a quite recent
investigation on Mueller–Navelet ϕ-distributions was the study of these distributions allows us
(i) to overcome the well-known problems rising in the description of light-flavored final states
at natural energy scales and (ii) to enhance the agreement with experimental data collected
at 7 TeV CMS [128]. We will present predictions for Ξ-plus-jet azimuthal distributions in the
same kinematic ranges proposed above, and for given values of ∆Y .

The third observable is the double differential transverse-momentum distribution

dσ

d∆Y d|~κΞ|d|~κJ |
=

∫ min(∆Y+ymax
J , ymax

Ξ )

max(∆Y+ymin
J , ymin

Ξ )

dyΞ C0 (|~κΞ|, |~κJ |, yΞ, yJ)
∣∣∣
yJ = yΞ−∆Y

, (20)

i.e. the cross section differential in ∆Y and in the observed-particle transverse momenta,
which we allow to lie in the 10 GeV < |~κΞ,J | < 100 GeV range. This distribution was re-
cently proposed in the context of high-energy inclusive emissions of bottom-flavored hadrons
plus light-flavored jets as a common basis to unveil the interplay among different kinds of re-
summation mechanisms. Indeed, when the transverse momenta stay in wider windows, other
regions contiguous to the semi-hard one are accessed. As an example, when the transverse
momenta are high or their mutual separation is large, the size of DGLAP-type logarithms and
of threshold contaminations [218–235] increases. This makes the description afforded by a pure
high-energy approach inadequate. Then, in the very-low transverse-momentum regime, en-
hanced |~κ|-logarithms entering the perturbative expansion are not caught neglected by BFKL.
Furthermore, diffusion-pattern effects [236] (see also Refs. [237, 238]) grow and grow up to
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prevent the convergence of the high-energy resummation. The most powerful way to take into
account those logarithms relies in an all-order transverse-momentum (TM) resummation [239–
246]. TM-resummed distributions have been recently investigated for the hadroproduction of
photon [247–250], Higgs [251] and W -boson [252] pairs, and for boson-plus-jet [253, 254] and
Z-plus-photon [255] final states. TM-based third-order fiducial predictions for Drell–Yan and
Higgs emissions were presented in Refs. [256–259] and [257, 260–262], respectively. Finally,
when the transverse momenta of the two detected particles lead to almost back-to-back final-
state configurations, the previously mentioned Sudakov-type logarithms emerges and they need
to be resummed as well [122, 209–212]. We will present predictions for Ξ-plus-jet double differ-
ential |~κ|-distributions without pretending to catch all the dominant features underlying these
observables by the hands of our high-energy/collinear setup, but rather to set the ground for
futures analyses aimed at unraveling the interplay among all these resummations.

We complement our study on the transverse-momentum spectrum of Ξ-baryon emissions by
investigating the behavior of the κΞ-distribution

dσ

d|~κΞ|
=

∫ κmax
J

κmin
J

d|~κJ |
∫ ∆Y max

∆Y min

d∆Y

∫ min(∆Y+ymax
J , ymax

Ξ )

max(∆Y+ymin
J , ymin

Ξ )

dyΞ C0 (|~κΞ|, |~κJ |, yΞ, yJ)
∣∣∣
yJ = yΞ−∆Y

, (21)

namely the cross section differential in the Ξ-particle transverse momentum, and integrated in
∆Y windows and in the 30 GeV < |~κJ | < 120 GeV jet transverse-momentum range. We will
highlight how this observable permits to clearly discriminate between BFKL and high-energy
fixed-order predictions in the large-|~κΞ| regime.

3 Phenomenology

The numerical analysis presented in this Section has been made by making use the JETHAD

multi-modular interface [4, 151]. The sensitivity of our observables on renormalization- and
factorization-scale variations has been assessed by letting µR,F stay around the natural values
given by kinematics, up to a factor ranging from 1/2 to two, according to the Cµ scale parameter.
Uncertainty bands entering plots embodies the overall effect of scale variations and multi-
dimensional integration over the final-state phase space. The latter has been steadily kept
below 1% by JETHAD integrators. Collinear PDFs are described via the novel NNPDF4.0 NLO
determination [263, 264] as provided by the LHAPDF package [265]. It was obtained from global
fits via the replica method, originally proposed in Ref. [266] in the context of neural-network
techniques. Collinear FFs employed in our analysis for the Ξ−/Ξ̄+ octet baryons have been
recently determined via the NLO SHKS22 fit [267] on data for single inclusive electron-positron
annihilations through the MontBlanc neural-network framework [268, 269] developed by the
MAP Collaboration [270] (see Ref. [271] for a similar study on unidentified charged light-hadron
FFs). Λc baryons and Λ hyperons are depicted by KKSS19 [186] and AKK08 [272] NLO FFs,
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Figure 2: Factorization-scale dependence of KKSS19, AKK08, and SHKS22 NLO FFs respectively
depicting Λc-baryon, Λ-hyperon, and Ξ-baryon production, for z = 0.4 ' 〈z〉.

respectively. A two-loop running-coupling setup with αs (MZ) = 0.118 and a dynamic flavor
number, nf , is adopted. All computations are done in the MS scheme. The center-of-mass
energy is set to

√
s = 14 TeV.

3.1 Natural stability

We present highlights on the stabilization mechanism emerging from the fragmentation mecha-
nism depicting the production of bound states. Details on the connection between the behavior
of heavy-hadron VFNS FFs and the stability of high-energy resummed cross sections were
recently discussed in Section 3.4 of Ref. [164] (Λc baryons) and Appendix A of Ref. [165] (non-
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charmed B mesons and Λb baryons). In upper panels of Fig. 2 we consider the µF -behavior
of KKSS19 Λc (left) and AKK08 Λ (right) FF sets for a value of the hadron momentum fraction
that roughly matches the average value of z at which FFs are typically probed of our analysis,
namely z = 0.4 ' 〈z〉. As expected, charm- and bottom-quark functions strongly prevail in
Λc production, while the strange-quark one prevails in Λ fragmentation. We notice that the
KKSS19 gluon function grows with µF up to reach a plateau. Conversely, the AKK08 gluon
density falls off when µF increases. This dichotomy turns out to be relevant when FFs are
diagonally convoluted with collinear PDFs in LO forward-hadron impact factors (Eq. (11)). In
the kinematic sector of our interest, namely when in the 10−4 . x . 10−2, the gluon PDF
heavily dominates over the quark channels, and the behavior of the gluon FF is enhanced.1

On one hand, larger µR values translate in a numerically smaller running coupling, both in the
Green’s function and in the impact factors. On the other hand, higher values of µF heighten
the contribution of the gluon PDF. When the latter is convoluted with an increasing-with-µF
gluon FF, such as the Λc one, the two effects balance each other. This gives rise to the stability
of Λc-distributions under scale variations. Conversely, the decreasing pattern of the Λ-hyperon
gluon FF when µF increases prevents the two effects to offset each other. This hampers any
possibility of reaching a stability in the description of Λ-sensitive high-energy cross sections.
In the lower panel of Fig. 2 we show the µF -dependence of SHKS22 FFs depicting Ξ-baryon
emissions at z = 0.4. We observe a smooth-behaved, nondecreasing-with-µF pattern of the
gluon FF. It represents an intermediate situation between the Λc and the Λ case. We will
provide arguments supporting the statement that this peculiar behavior is responsible for a
stabilization pattern of high-energy cross sections sensitive Ξ-baryon detections, weaker than
what happens in the Λc case, but still present.

3.2 Rapidity distributions

In upper panels of Fig. 3 we show the ∆Y -shape of the rapidity distribution for the Ξ plus jet
detection in the kinematic range presented in Section 2.2 and for

√
s = 14 TeV. For the sake

of comparison, we present the ∆Y -behavior of the same observable for Λc plus jet (central
panels) and Λ plus jet (lower panels) production channels. The downturn at large ∆Y is a
common feature shared by all the distributions, and it rises as a net effect of two competing
trends. Indeed, as predicted by BFKL, although high-energy resummed off-shell hard factors
strengthen with ∆Y , and thus with energy, their collinear convolution with PDFs and FFs in
the impact factors strongly suppresses that upturn. In left (right) panels we compare NLL/NLO
(NLL/NLO+) predictions with pure LL/LO results as well as with corresponding high-energy
fixed-order HE-NLO (HE-NLO+) calculations. Ancillary panels below main plots show reduced
∆Y -distributions, namely cross sections divided by their central value, taken at Cµ = 1. This
helps to better visualize the relative size of scale-uncertainty bands. We observe that NLL bands

1As pointed out in Ref. [164], this feature holds also at NLO, where (qg) and (gq) nondiagonal channels are
opened (see Eq. (4.58) of Ref. [49]).
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are uniformly smaller than LL ones. Furthermore, all bands related with Λ-hyperon emissions
are larger than corresponding ones for Λc- and Ξ-baryon detections. These features indicate
that the energy-resummed series gains stability when NLL corrections are accounted for, and
that the stabilization mechanism coming from gluon FFs plays a role. As a general remark, we
note that the reached stability is not in the whole range of ∆Y . Indeed, while NLL bands are
almost overlapped to LL ones in the low-∆Y region, their mutual distance becomes wider and
wider as ∆Y grows. This pattern turns out to be in line with previous analyses on semi-hard
heavy-flavor production, where the impressive stability of cross sections on NLL corrections
observed in di-hadron production channels (double Λc baryons, [164], double bottom-flavored
hadrons [165], and double vector quarkonia [168]) is partially spoiled when a heavy bound
state is emitted in association with a jet. Furthermore, although the discrepancy between
NLL/NLO and NLL/NLO+ distributions is very small for all the considered final states, it
numerically grows with ∆Y , passing from roughly 0.5% at ∆Y ' 2 to almost 5% at ∆Y ' 6,
with the NLL/NLO+ results constantly staying below the NLL/NLO ones. This gives us a clue
that possible effects coming from Sudakov-type logarithms, enhanced when parton longitudinal
fractions become closer and closer to one, are present. These threshold logarithms, which are
systematically neglected by our hybrid factorization, become relevant in the large-∆Y range
and they must be resummed to all orders [218–232]. Combining the resummation of energy
and threshold logarithms is not an easy task. While such a double-resummation procedure was
set up for Higgs-boson rapidity-inclusive rates [273–275], its extension to two-particle rapidity-
differential distributions, as the ones investigated in this article, leads to difficulties rising
when the analytic double-counting removal procedure is performed in the Mellin space. This
represents a relevant development to be carried out in more formal, future studies.

For all the considered channels bands for HE-NLO(+) cross sections are almost overlapped
with NLL/NLO+ and LL/LO ones ans, in some cases, they stay in between. Thus, at this level
a search for a net disengagement between the resummed signal and the fixed-order background
still remains unfulfilled (see Section (3.3)).

To further examine the stabilizing effect coming from collinear FFs (see Section 3.1), in
Fig. 4 we study the ∆Y -trend of our rapidity distributions under a progressive variation of
µR,F scales in a wider range, given by 1 < Cµ < 30. Upper, central and lower plots respectively
refer to Ξ, Λc and Λ plus jet inclusive emissions. In the same way as in Fig 3, ancillary panels
below primary plots contain information about the reduced cross sections, i.e. divided by the
ones taken at Cµ = 1. Going from bottom to top, we observe that the Λ plus jet ∆Y -distribution
strongly depends on the scale parameter Cµ. In particular, it decreases as Cµ grows, up to lose
60% magnitude when Cµ = 30. Conversely, the Λc plus jet ∆Y -distribution is quite stable on
Cµ variation, its magnitude loss staying from 5% to 10% only. The pattern of the Ξ plus jet
∆Y -distribution stays in between the previous two, namely its magnitude loss does not exceed
35%. The founds trend are in line with the statement that the behavior of collinear FFs and, in
particular, of the gluon one, determine if and to which level the stabilizing effect is present. No
significant variation of the stabilization pattern is spotted when passing from the NLL/NLO
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(left panels) to the NLL/NLO+ (right panels) representation.

3.3 Azimuthal distributions

In Fig. 5 we show the behavior of the azimuthal distributions at ∆Y = 1, 3, 5. The first
ancillary panels right below main plots exhibit reduced ϕ-distributions, i.e. azimuthal cross
sections divided by their central value, taken at Cµ = 1. For the sake of simplicity, we consider
the NLL/NLO+ representation only. Form the inspection of our plots, we fairly observe the
emergence of high-energy dynamics. All ϕ-distributions exhibit a peak at ϕ = 0, namely when
the Ξ baryon and the jet are emitted in back-to-back configurations. The peak height shrinks
as ∆Y increases, and the distribution width broadens. This a consequence of the onset the
BFKL dynamics. Indeed, when ∆Y grows, the weight of gluons strongly ordered in rapidity,
predicted by the resummation, increases. This reduces the azimuthal-angle correlation between
the baryon and the jet, so that the number of back-to-back events diminishes. We note that the
discrepancy among results taken at different values of ∆Y is larger in the LL case with respect
to the NLL one. This is in line with previous findings in the context of semi-hard reactions
involving hadron emissions (see, e.g., Refs. [131, 148, 151, 168]), where a recorrelation effect
due to genuine NLL contributions was observed. Besides the lowering-with-∆Y trend of the
peak, which is a common feature of all the semi-hard final states investigated so far, our novel
Ξ plus jet detection process exhibit some peculiar features. Indeed, while Ξ-particle collinear
FFs lead to a stabilization pattern, typical of heavy-flavored hadron species, the pattern of ϕ-
distributions sensitive to Ξ emissions is more similar to the one typical of light-flavored objects.
It is easy to see that distributions of Fig. 5 are more similar to corresponding ones for Mueller–
Navelet jet and light-hadron detections [151], with milder peaks and wider widths than the

ones observed in vector-quarkonium [168] and B
(∗)
c -meson [171] hadroproductions. The duality

of phenomenological aspects emerging in Ξ plus jet studies, leading both to stabilizing features
typical of heavy-flavor emissions and to distribution patterns close to light-flavor detections,
makes our process novel and intriguing. Further investigations on the origin and interplay of
these aspects will help us to deepen our understanding of high-energy QCD.

Another intriguing aspect is the (lnRJ)-dependence of our observables. Although, from a
general QCD viewpoint, it is natural to set RJ ∼ O(1) (see, e.g., Ref. [276]), smaller values
are adopted in most practical applications in hadron scatterings. Indeed, small-RJ choices are
helpful to dampen the so-called pileup contaminations rising from multiple hadron-hadron inter-
actions, as well as to resolve the jet substructure. The small-RJ limit leads to the enhancement
of terms proportional to (αs ln 1/R2

J)n, which need to be resummed to all orders [277–283].
The question whether (ln 1/R2

J)-contributions are important for our high-energy observables
becomes particularly relevant for angular distributions. Indeed, any variation of the jet-radius
size can have an influence on the number of back-to-back events. With our choice, RJ = 0.5,
witch matches the CMS experimental setup [128], and for a typical value of the running cou-
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pling, say αs ' 0.25, one has αs ln 1/R2
J ' 0.35, which is not so large. Therefore, by relying

on our formalism where these logarithms are encoded in the jet impact factor but they are
not resummed, we can estimate the effect of varying the jet radius on a reference range, say
0.3 < RJ < 0.7. The second ancillary panel below the right plot of Fig. 5 shows how varying
RJ reflects on the NLL/NLO+ reduced ϕ-distribution taken at natural scales, Cµ = 1. Our
angular observable increases with RJ , but the effect is generally small, say below 3%. The only
exception is represented by the case corresponding to the largest value of the rapidity interval,
∆Y = 5. Here, the uncertainty band generated by varying RJ becomes larger and larger when
ϕ & π/2, up to roughly 30%. While further studies are needed to more deeply investigate this
feature, a possible explanation can be already guessed. We note that (ln 1/R2

J)-terms enter
the NLO forward-jet impact-factor correction as multiplicative factors for ζ−2γ ≡ ζ1−2iν and
for all the Pij splitting functions (see Eq. (36) of Ref. [113]). Since Pij kernels do not depend
on the angular kinematics, the origin of the increased sensitivity on ln 1/R2

J with ∆Y must be
sought in the integration over ζ. Indeed, the lower bound of that integral is xJ , whose value
faster enters the already-mentioned threshold region for large ∆Y -values. Therefore, variations
of RJ could magnify the instabilities already present in our formalism due to nonresummed
threshold logarithms. Future analyses will focus on encoding the jet-radius resummation into
our high-energy formalism, as well as to explore possible common ground with studies on jet
angularities [284–286].

A key aspect emerging from the previous discussion is making use of azimuthal distributions
as useful tools to access the intersection corners among different resummation approaches.
More in particular, ϕ-differential observables gives us a direct access to almost-back-to back
configurations generating the peak region of Fig. 5. Here, due to collinear enhancement, final-
state soft gluons tend be emitted aligned to jet directions. A large part of this radiation falls
into jet cones, thus becoming part of the jets. The remaining soft-gluon radiation standing
lightly outside jet cone generates positive angular asymmetries which can have a sizable impact
on azimuthal observables [287, 288]. Its net effect is the rise of double and single Sudakov-type
logarithms in the small transverse-momentum imbalance between the two detected objects. Our
hybrid factorization does not embody the resummation of these logarithms. Since in our studies
a large rapidity interval is required, so that each of the two final-state particles stems from a
distinct fragmentation region, soft-gluon logarithms appear only at the cross-section level and
not at the impact-factor one. Therefore, accounting them for is not straightforward. Conversely,
the semi-inclusive emission of a hadronic system made of two forward particles represents a
more favorable configuration. In that case, the Sudakov resummation of small transverse-
momentum imbalances can be performed directly inside the impact factor. Advancements in
this direction have been made in the context of inclusive dijet tags in deeply inelastic electron-
nucleus scatterings via the saturation framework (see Ref. [289] for a recent overview) and they
can be also planned for diffractive dihadron detections [290, 291].
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3.4 Transverse-momentum distributions

In Fig. 6 we present predictions for the double differential transverse-momentum cross sections
at ∆Y = 5. For the sake of simplicity, we consider the NLL/NLO+ representation only. Our
distributions exhibit a very fast decreasing behavior when the two transverse momenta, |~κΞ|
and |~κJ |, grow or when their mutual distance increases. LL results (left panels) are much more
sensitive to scale variations than corresponding ones for ∆Y - and ϕ-distributions. Indeed, they
globally decrease with Cµ (from upper to lower panels). Conversely, NLL predictions (right
panels) tend to oscillate around Cµ = 1, which seems to act as a critical point. This represents
a clear indication that a stability on scale variations of our double κT -observables distributions
is reached when energy logarithmic corrections are taken at NLL. In all cases, we observe the
absence of any peak. However, a peak could be present in the very small transverse-momentum
range, i.e. in the region dominated by TM-resummation effects, which has been excluded from
our study. Surface 3D plots are complemented by 2D contour projections showing the behavior
of our distributions at |~κΞ| = 0 and at |~κJ | = 0. The information gathered from the inspection
on these projections at low/intermediate κT is that cross sections are smaller when |~κΞ| < |~κJ |
than when |~κΞ| > |~κJ |. This reflect the fact that cross sections are generally larger when a light
hadron is produced rather than a jet (see, e.g, Refs. [148, 151]). As pointed out in the context
of bottom-flavored hadrons plus jets [165], this hierarchy of predictions eventually reverts when
the transverse momentum increases.

In Fig. 7 we show the |~κΞ|-differential cross section integrated in two ranges for the rapidity
interval, 2 < ∆Y < 4 (upper panels) and 4 < ∆Y < 6 (lower panels). In left (right) pan-
els, NLL/NLO (NLL/NLO+) results are compared with corresponding LL/LO and HE-NLO
(HE-NLO+) calculations. To propose realistic distribution configurations that can be easily
compared with future experimental data to be collected at the LHC and its high-luminosity
upgrade, we consider |~κΞ| bins with a fixed length of 10 GeV and in the range from 10 to
120 GeV. The information gathered from these plots significantly extends and complements
the one encoded in our double differential cross sections of Fig. 6.

Two subregions can be distinguished. The first one is the low-to-moderate |~κΞ| region, which
ranges from 10 to roughly 60 GeV. Here, NLL bands are almost everywhere nested inside LL
ones, their size being always much smaller than the LL one, see ancillary panels below primary
figures. This further confirms the impressive stability of the hybrid factorization under higher-
order corrections and scale variations. The found pattern is expected. Indeed, although the
jet transverse momentum is integrated in a larger range, 30 GeV < |~κJ | < 120 GeV, its main
contribution to cross section comes from the lower spectrum of values. A similar argument
applies for κΞ. Thus, in the considered low-to-moderate subregion the weight of (almost) back-
to-back events, generally well described by the BFKL resummation, is large. At the same time,
since (almost) symmetric transverse-momentum windows are not well suited to disentangle the
BFKL pattern from fixed-order contaminations, in this region NLL bands are also overlapped
with high-energy NLO ones.
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The second region is the moderate-to-large |~κΞ| one, 60 GeV . |~κΞ| < 120 GeV. Here,
the NLL signal decouples from the LL one, thus indicating a potential loss of stability of the
hybrid factorization. Indeed, although the number of (almost) back-to back events equals the
one typical of the previous region, their weight is smaller. On the one hand, this translates in a
growth of relevance of asymmetric transverse-momentum configurations, suited to disentangle
BFKL from fixed-order results. On the other hand, kinematic configurations featuring a large
mutual distance between |~κΞ| and |~κJ | lead to rising DGLAP-type logarithms as well as threshold
effects, which are not accounted for in our formalism and could spoil the convergence of the
resummed series. In contrast to the mentioned potential issues, the outcome emerging from
the inspection of our distribution is favorable. Indeed, although being larger than the one
in the low-to-moderate region, the width of NLL uncertainty bands encoding the effect of
scale variations remains steady. This corroborates the statement that the hybrid factorization
is still valid. Moreover, the discrepancy between NLL results and high-energy fixed-order
computations progressively widens as |~κΞ| increases, up to make the corresponding uncertainty
bands not anymore nested to each other. Thus, a clear indication comes out that the moderate-
to-large |~κΞ| range is a fertile ground where to hunt for distinctive high-energy imprints on top
of the fixed-order background. As a final remark, we note that, for large |~κΞ| values, a slight or
moderate difference between NLL/NLO and NLL/NLO+ predictions becomes more and more
evident, as highlighted in the ancillary panels. Further studies will gauge the impact of this
effect in larger transverse-momentum ranges or/and in other transverse-momentum related
observables.

4 Paving the way toward precision

We have proposed the inclusive detection at the LHC of a cascade Ξ−/Ξ̄+ baryon in association
with a jet, as a new probe channel for the high-energy spectrum of QCD. Their large separation
in rapidity and their high transverse has made possible the description of differential cross
sections by means of the hybrid high-energy/collinear factorization within the NLO perturbative
order and the NLL logarithmic accuracy. A first, systematic analysis has been performed on
gauging effects rising from employing two distinct higher-order cross-section representations.
One of them embodies terms which are beyond the NLL accuracy.

The study presented in this article extends our program on high-energy emissions of baryons
at the LHC, started with a similar analysis on Λ hyperons [153] and carried on with the dis-
covery of the natural stability of the high-energy resummation from Λc fragmentation [164].
The stabilization mechanism is connected to the behavior of the heavy-hadron gluon FF. It
comes out as a general property shared by all the heavy-flavored species recently studied in
the context of high-energy QCD phenomenology: single-charmed [164] and single-bottomed
hadrons [165], vector-quarkonium states [168–170], and charmed B mesons [171]. In this article
a clear evidence was provided that the stabilization mechanism coming from collinear fragmen-
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tation is also present in the Ξ-baryon case, and has allowed us to study Ξ plus jet differential
distributions around the natural energy scales provided by kinematics.

Two prospective developments are underway. On one hand, a formal proof of the natural
stability, emerged so far as a phenomenological property of semi-hard observables, needs to be
provided. In particular, this will help us to shed light on the reason why the nondecreasing-
with-µF behavior of the gluon FF is shared also by some lighter hadron species, such as Ξ
particles.

On the other hand, a required step to reach the precision level in the theoretical analysis
of high-energy observables relies in enhancing our hybrid factorization into a multi-lateral and
unified formalism that encodes several different resummations. This is in line with recent
studies on ultraforward emissions of light mesons [4] or single-charmed hadrons [172] at the
planned Forward Physics Facility [2, 3]. There, it was highlighted that, although resummed
distributions are stable under scale variations, they still exhibit a sensitivity when passing from
a pure LL to a full NLL treatment. This is due to the simultaneous presence of both energy
logarithms and large-x, threshold ones. Improving our hybrid factorization by including the
latters represents an urgent task to be undertaken in the short-term future.
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Figure 3: ∆Y -dependence of the rapidity distribution within the NLL/NLO (left) and
NLL/NLO+ (right) accuracy, for Ξ-baryon (upper), Λc-baryon (central), and Λ-hyperon
(lower) plus jet detections at

√
s = 14 TeV. Shaded bands embody the combined effect of

renormalization- and factorization-scale variation in the 1 < Cµ < 2 range and of phase-space
numerical multidimensional integration.
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Figure 4: ∆Y -dependence of the rapidity distribution within the NLL/NLO (left) and
NLL/NLO+ (right) accuracy, and for

√
s = 14 TeV. A study on progressive variation of renor-

malization and factorization scales has been made in the 1 < Cµ < 30 range for Ξ baryons
(upper), Λc baryons (central), and Λ hyperons (lower).
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Figure 5: Azimuthal distribution for the Ξ−/Ξ̄+ plus jet detection at ∆Y = 1, 3, 5, for
√
s = 14

TeV, and within the LL/LO (left) and NLL/NLO+ (right) accuracy. Shaded bands embody the
combined effect of renormalization- and factorization-scale variation in the 1 < Cµ < 2 range
and of phase-space numerical multidimensional integration.
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Figure 7: Behavior of the |~κΞ|-differential distribution at
√
s = 14 TeV and within the

NLL/NLO (left) and NLL/NLO+ (right) accuracy, for 2 < ∆Y < 4 (upper) and 4 < ∆Y < 6
(lower). Shaded bands embody the combined effect of renormalization- and factorization-scale
variation in the 1 < Cµ < 2 range and of phase-space numerical multidimensional integration.
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